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During the survey period, the Fifth Circuit Court of Appeals
decided seven significant cases which affected six major areas of
securities law. This year's securities law cases represented not only a
quantitative increase in the number of cases compared to prior survey
periods, but also a broader range of subject matter.

A sampling of these cases suggests the breadth of the Fifth
Circuit's review of federal securities law issues. In Youmans v.
Simon,' the Fifth Circuit held that contrary to the general rule,
certain participation interests in joint ventures may prove to be
"securities" under the Howey test.2 In Pin v. Texaco,3 the Fifth
Circuit ruled that the legality of a "greenmail" transaction is so well
established for the purposes of the federal securities laws that alle-
gations of its illegality may result in rule 11 sanctions. 4 In Magnum
Corp. v. Lehman Bros. Kuhn Loeb, Inc.,' the Fifth Circuit ruled
that although brokers may delay placing orders for customers for
good cause, they must nonetheless disclose that delay to their cus-
tomers. 6 The Fifth Circuit determined in Mayaja, Inc. v. Bodkin,'
that although arbitration clauses in brokerage contracts are not
binding on persons making claims under the Securities Act of 1933
(the "1933 Act"), they do bind persons suing under the Racketeer
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1. 791 F.2d 341 (5th Cir. June 1986).
2. Id. at 344-47. See infra text accompanying notes 20-57.
3. 793 F.2d 1448 (5th Cir. July 1986).
4. Id. at 1455-56. See infra text accompanying notes 74-93.
5. 794 F.2d 198 (5th Cir. July 1986).
6. Id. at 200-01. See infra text accompanying notes 94-122.
7. 803 F.2d 157 (5th Cir. Oct. 1986), vacated, Shearson Lehman Brothers, Inc. v.

Mayaja, Inc., __ U.S. - , 107 S. Ct. 3205, 96 L. Ed. 2d 692 (1987) (remanding to the
Fifth Circuit for reconsideration), rev'd in part, Mayaja, Inc. v. Bodkin, [Current] Fed. Sec.
L. Rep. (CCH) 93,584 (Aug. 19, 1987) and cert. denied, - U.S. -, 107 S. Ct. 3210,
96 L. Ed. 2d 697 (1987).
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Influenced Corrupt Organization Act (the "RICO Act").' In Girard
v. Drexel Burnham Lambert, Inc.,9 the Fifth Circuit affirmed a
federal district court's decision to refuse to stay litigation on federal
securities law claims when claims subject to arbitration under state
law remain pending.' 0 In In re Letterman Bros. Energy Securities
Litigation," the court held that under the holding of Huddleston v.
Herman & MacLean,'2 a bank is liable only for out-of-pocket dam-
ages for a violation of rule lOb-5. 3 Finally, the Fifth Circuit in Point
Landing, Inc. v. Omni Capital International, Ltd. ,'4 ruled that trans-
actions in commodities futures contracts came within the exclusive
jurisdiction of the Commodities Exchange Act (the "CEA"), and
not the federal securities laws." Although these cases treat disparate
questions, they do evidence one trend-an accelerating elaboration
of federal securities law principles in the Fifth Circuit's jurisdiction.

I. SECURITIES TRANSACTIONS

A. What is a Security?

Whether participating interests in varied forms of business en-
terprises represent "securities" is a question which perennially con-
fronts the Fifth Circuit. The definition of "security" includes the
catchall category of "investment contract.' 6 The majority of inter-

8. Id. at 162-66. See infra text accompanying notes 132-51. The Fifth Circuit in Mayaja,
Inc. v. Bodkin also followed the then existing precedents holding that claims under the
Securities and Exchange Act of 1934 (the "1934 Act") were nonarbitrable. The United States
Supreme Court has since ruled that 1934 Act claims are arbitrable. Accordingly, the Fifth
Circuit has reversed that part of its holding in Mayaja, Inc. v. Bodkin relating to the arbitrability
of 1934 Act claims, retaining its holding as to the arbitrability of RICO Act claims. Mayaja,
Inc. v. Bodkin, [Current) Fed. Sec. L. Rep. (CCH) 93,584 (Aug. 19, 1987).

9. 805 F.2d 607 (5th Cir. Dec. 1986).
10. Id. at 611. See infra text accompanying notes 161-75.
11. 799 F.2d 967 (5th Cir. Sept. 1986), cert. denied, -U.S. -, 107 S. Ct. 1373, 94

L. Ed. 2d 689 (1987).
12. 640 F.2d 534, 555 (5th Cir. 1981), aff'd in part, 459 U.S. 375 (1983).
13. 799 F.2d at 972-73. See infra text accompanying notes 180-99.
14. 795 F.2d 415 (5th Cir. July 1986), cert. granted, -U.S. __ , 107 S. Ct. 946, 93

L. Ed. 2d 995 (1987).
15. Id. at 422. See infra text accompanying notes 201-15.
16. The definition of the term "security," for purposes of the 1933 Act, appears at 15

U.S.C. § 77b(1) (1982), as follows:
The term "security" means any note, stock, treasury stock, bond, debenture, evidence
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pretative questions which arise in connection with the definition of
a security involve investment contracts. Commonly, the term "in-
vestment contract" has encompassed financial instruments of varied
character, 7 including those instruments that superficially resemble
private commercial transactions. 8 Although these instruments may
lack the formal characteristics of a security, the federal courts his-
torically have found them to be investment contracts, and therefore
securities, if the financial instruments functioned as investments and
in reality served as the functional economic equivalent of securities. 9

The Fifth Circuit recently faced the question of whether interests
in joint ventures are securities in Youmans v. Simon.2° In Youmans,
the defendants persuaded the plaintiffs to invest in several real estate
projects.2' The plaintiffs' investments included their participation in

of indebtedness, certificate of interest or participation in any profit-sharing agree-
ment, collateral-trust certificate, preorganization certificate or subscription, transfer-
able share, investment contract, voting-trust certificate, certificate of deposit for a
security, fractional undivided interest in oil, gas, or other mineral rights, any put,
call, straddle, option, or privilege on any security, certificate of deposit, or group
or index of securities (including any interest therein or based on the value thereof),
or any put, call, straddle, option, or privilege entered into on a national securities
exchange relating to foreign currency, or, in general, any interest or instrument
commonly known as a "security", or any certificate of interest or participation in,
temporary or interim certificate for, receipt for, guarantee of, or warrant or right
to subscribe to or purchase, any of the foregoing.

15 U.S.C. § 77b(l) (1982). Note, however, that the preamble to section 2 adds "unless the
context otherwise requires . . ." 15 U.S.C. § 77b. What the statutory definition of "security"
encompasses is an issue of ongoing debate. See, e.g., lanni, Security under the Glass-Steagall
Act and the Federal Securities Acts of 1933 and 1934; the Direction of the Supreme Court's
Analysis, 100 BANKrN L.J. 100 (1983); Note, Continuing Confusion in the Definition of a
Security: The Sale of Business Doctrine, Discretionary Trading Accounts, and Oil, Gas and
Mineral Interests, 40 WASH. & LEE L. REV. 1255 (1983).

17. SEC v. C.M. Joiner Leasing Corp., 320 U.S. 344, 351 (1943). Instruments characterized
as securities have included purchases of acreage in an orange grove. See, e.g., SEC v. Howey
Co., 328 U.S. 293 (1946); see also Marine Bank v. Weaver, 455 U.S. 551 (1982) (finding that
certificates of deposit in a bank and a familial business agreement are not securities); United
Housing Found., Inc. v. Forman, 421 U.S. 837 (1975) (finding that shares of stock entitling
a purchaser to lease an apartment in a state-subsidized non-profit housing cooperative are not
securities); SEC v. Koscot Interplanetary, Inc., 497 F.2d 473 (5th Cir. 1974) (finding that
shares distributed in exchange for investments or for sponsorship of a new member in a
pyramid promotion scheme were securities).

18. See Landreth Timber Co. v. Landreth, 471 U.S. 681, 697 (1985) (sale of sawmill
through sale of stock).

19. See International Bhd. of Teamsters v. Daniel, 439 U.S. 551, 558 (1979) (involuntary
non-contributory pension plan not a security).

20. 791 F.2d 341 (5th Cir. June 1986).
21. Id. at 343.
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an apartment project venture and a joint venture with a company
controlled by the defendants. 22 The defendants also obtained from
the plaintiffs personal guarantees of promissory notes in return for
interests in other real estate projects. 23

The terms of the various ventures differed. 24 The apartment
project venture placed substantial authority in the hands of the
investors, including the plaintiffs. 25 In fact, the plaintiffs and other
investors, excluding the defendants and their affiliates, controlled
sixty-three percent of the interests in the venture. 26 Together, the
investors could terminate the apartment project venture by a majority
vote. 27 They could also replace the managing venturer by a majority
vote. 28 The plaintiffs, as the court noted, by no means lacked
experience or knowledge in business affairs, and the defendants
possessed no unique or special ability that could not be replaced by
the investors. 29

On the other hand, the investors in the joint venture lacked the
power to replace the managing venturer, Bidco, Inc. (one of the
defendants).30 The investors could only voluntarily replace the man-
aging venturer through extreme measures, such as liquidating the
joint venture by a vote of fifty-one percent of the venturers and
creating a new venture without Bidco.31

When the investments in the joint ventures proved unprofitable,
the plaintiffs sued for violations of sections 12(2) and 17(a) of the
1933 Act and section 10(b) of the 1934 Act.3 2 These alleged breaches
of the federal laws could be considered by the court only if the
investments were found to be securities.33

In analyzing whether the plaintiffs' interests were securities, the
Fifth Circuit turned to the test for an investment contract set forth

22. Id.
23. Id.
24. See id.
25. Id.
26. Id. at 346.
27. Id.
28. Id.
29. Id. at 347.
30. Id.
31. Id.
32. Id. at 344.
33. See id.
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in SEC v. W.J. Howey Co.3 4 In Howey, the United States Supreme
Court found that "a contract, transaction or scheme whereby a
person invests his money in a common enterprise and is led to expect
profits solely from the efforts of a promoter or third-party," is an
investment contract.35 The Supreme Court's analysis focused upon
the requirement that profits result solely from the efforts of others.
Since Howey, this test has been broadened, in both the Fifth Circuit
and in other federal jurisdictions, to an inquiry as to whether "the
efforts made by those other than the investor are undeniably signif-
icant ones, those essential managerial efforts which affect the failure
or success of the enterprise. ' 36 If another party supplies the essential
managerial efforts for a common enterprise, the participants in that
enterprise, although they may have undertaken minor duties in man-
aging or operating the enterprise, have nonetheless invested money
in expectation of profits from the efforts of others.

In applying the Howey test to joint ventures and general part-
nerships, the Fifth Circuit noted that although interests in these
entities generally are not considered securities, they could, under
certain circumstances, prove to be a security.3 7 The definition of
"securities" does not encompass individually negotiated agreements
creating businesses in which the contracting parties are actively in-
volved, knowledgeable and able to protect their interests." The Fifth

34. 328 U.S. 293 (1946); see also United Hous. Found., Inc. v. Forman, 421 U.S. 837
(1975) (application of Howey test to shares of stock in a state subsidized, non-profit housing
cooperative). The Howey test for an investment contract is whether any contract, transaction
or scheme results in a person investing his money in a common enterprise in expectation of a
profit solely from the efforts of others. The Howey test only applies to investment contracts,
however, and not to determine whether an instrument fits within the examples listed in section
2(1) of the 1933 Act, that is, within the statutory definition of security. See Forman, 421 U.S.
at 837.

35. 328 U.S. at 298-99. An alternative definition of security has prevailed in the Ninth
Circuit, which examines certain criteria in order to determine if risk capital is involved in a
transaction, and if the risk capital is subject to the managerial efforts of others. See Great
Western Bank & Trust v. Kotz, 532 F.2d 1252, 1256-57 (5th Cir. 1976). The Fifth Circuit has
not adopted the risk capital test. See Martin v. T.V. Tempo, Inc., 628 F.2d 887, 891 (5th Cir.
1980).

36. Williamson v. Tucker, 645 F.2d 404, 418 (5th Cir.), cert. denied, 454 U.S. 897 (1981)
(quoting SEC v. Glenn W. Turner Enters., Inc., 474 F.2d 476, 482 (9th Cir.), cert. denied,
414 U.S. 821 (1973)).

37. Youmans v. Simon, 791 F.2d 341, 346 (5th Cir. June 1986). See also R. JENIGS &
H. MARSH, SEcuRiuss REGULATION: CASaS AND MATERIALS 225 (5th ed. 1982) (discussing
circumstances which may classify a limited partnership, a general partnership, or a joint venture
as either a security or not a security).

38. 791 F.2d at 345.
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Circuit noted that general partners, on the one hand, are generally
not covered by the securities laws because general partners are
entrepreneurs, not investors, who are able to take care of their own
interests through specific powers accorded them in a general part-
nership agreement.3 9 Limited partners, on the other hand, are gen-
erally protected by the federal securities laws due to their relative
inability to protect their interests and their desire to preserve their
limited liability.4°

The interest of a joint venturer or general partner may prove to
be a security, nevertheless, if any of the following factors exists:

(1) an agreement among the parties leaves so little power in the
hands of the partner or venturer that the arrangement in fact
distributes power as would a limited partnership; or (2) the partner
or venturer is so inexperienced and unknowledgeable in business
affairs that he is incapable of intelligently exercising his partner-
ship or venture powers; or (3) the partner or venturer is so
dependent on some unique entrepreneurial or managerial ability
of the promoter or manager that he cannot replace the manager
of the enterprise or otherwise exercise meaningful partnership or
venture powers.4'
In order to show that an interest in a joint venture or general

partnership is in fact a security, claimants bear a heavy burden of
proof to overcome the presumption that the interest is not a security. 42

In Youmans, the Fifth Circuit affirmed the findings of the lower
court that an apartment project venture interest was not a security
under the Howey test, 43 maintaining that the investors simply had
retained too much authority for their interests to constitute securi-
ties.4 In addition, as previously noted, the plaintiffs had sufficient
expertise in business transactions (including other transactions not
connected with the defendants) in order to be able to manage the
apartment project themselves. 45 Accordingly, the plaintiffs were well
situated to protect their own interests and did not require the pro-
tection of the federal securities laws. 6

39. Id. at 346.
40. Id.
41. Id. (quoting Williamson, 645 F.2d at 424).
42. Id.
43. Id. at 349.
44. Id. at 347.
45. Id.
46. Id.

[Vol. 19:825
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However, in the case of the joint venture, the Fifth Circuit
reversed the district court's summary judgment for the plaintiffs and
remanded the issue to the district court for trial in order to determine
whether interests in the joint venture actually were securities.4 7 The
Fifth Circuit determined that investors in the joint venture lacked
the ability to replace the managing venturer to the same extent as
would be present in a general partnership . 8 Their rights were so
circumscribed by the joint venture agreement that Bidco, Inc., as
managing venturer, could practically be replaced only if (1) Bidco
was dissolved, liquidated, or insolvent, (2) the defendants sold more
than fifty-one percent of their interests in Bidco, or (3) the joint
venture was liquidated by a vote of fifty-one percent of the venturers
and a new venture created without Bidco.49 The Fifth Circuit further
noted that the plaintiffs' personal guarantees of promissory notes in
return for interests in real estate projects did not represent securities,
insofar as they were private transactions negotiated as commercial
loan transactions, and as such did not fall within the ambit of the
federal securities laws.5 0

The court's opinion sets forth parameters within which the trial
court may find that interests in joint ventures or general partnerships
represent securities." It recounted the several factors noted in Wil-
liamson v. Tucker,12 any of which suggests that an interest in a joint
venture or general partnership could be a security. 3 One factor
stressed by the Fifth Circuit under the particular facts of Youmans
v. Simon is the ability of investors to control the venture, either
directly or by replacing the operator of the venture.14 The court
found that interests in joint ventures in which the investors retained
majority control and the power to terminate the joint venture or
replace the managing partner were not securities. 5 Interests in joint
ventures in which the investors lacked any real power to replace the

47. Id.
48. Id.
49. Id.
50. Id. The Fifth Circuit has previously determined that commercial loan transactions are

not securities. See, e.g., National Bank of Commerce v. All Am. Assurance Co., 583 F.2d
1295, 1301 (5th Cir. 1978).

51. 791 F.2d at 346.
52. 645 F.2d 404, 424 (5th Cir. 1981). See supra text accompanying note 41.
53. 791 F.2d at 346.
54. Id. at 346-47.
55. Id.

1988]
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managing venturer and manage the partnership were securities.16

In the end, a determination as to whether an interest is a security
still turns upon the facts of the particular situation. Youmans may
stand for the proposition that in order to determine whether a joint
venture or partnership interest is a security, a careful reading of the
joint venture or partnership agreement is necessary. In spite of proof
of participation by investors, the Fifth Circuit noted that trial courts
still must consider whether investors may require the protection of
the federal securities laws even though they exert some influence over
a common enterprise in which they have invested.17

B. Who is a Seller of Securities?

Neither the 1933 Act nor the 1934 Act defines the term "seller,"
although both acts impose upon sellers extensive liability for the sale
of securities. One significant source of civil liability for the sale of
unregistered securities is section 12(1) of the 1933 Act, which provides
that any person, who offers or sells an unregistered security for
which no exemption from registration is available, is liable to pur-
chasers for rescission or damages.5

56. Id.
57. See id. at 345-46. In discussing the Howey test, the Youmans court noted that its

interpretation reflected a "realization that investors may still need the protection of the federal
securities laws even though they may have taken on minor duties as part of a common
enterprise .... A violator of the federal securities laws should not be able to evade liability
merely because he parcels out such duties to investors." 791 F.2d at 346.

58. Section 12 of the 1933 Act provides in pertinent part:
Any person who-(l) offers or sells a security in violation of section 77e . . . or (2)
offers or sells a security (whether or not exempted by the provisions of section 77c
.. . other than paragraph (2) of subsection (a) of said section), by the use of any
means or instruments of transportation or communication in interstate commerce or
of the mails, by means of a prospectus or oral communication, which includes an
untrue statement of a material fact or omits to state a material fact necessary in
order to make the statements, in the light of the circumstances under which they
were made, not misleading (the purchaser not knowing of such untruth or omission),
and who shall not sustain the burden of proof that he did not know, and in the
exercise of reasonable care could not have known, of such untruth or omission,
shall be liable to the person purchasing such security from him, who may sue either
at law or in equity in any court of competent jurisdiction, to recover the consideration
paid for such security with interest thereon, less the amount of any income received
thereon, upon the tender of such security, or for damages if he no longer owns the
security.

Securities Act of 1933 § 12, 15 U.S.C. § 771 (1982). Since both sections 12(1) and 12(2) employ
the term "seller," cases under both sections have shared the same test for defining seller. See,

832
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The definition of "seller" for the purposes of section 12 of the
1933 Act has proved to be an extraordinarily contentious issue before
the federal courts. The federal courts have rejected the notion of
limiting liability under section 12 to those who "offer or sell"
securities and have extended liability to persons who are otherwise
participants in the transaction.5 9 Unwilling to impose liability lightly,
the Fifth Circuit has led other federal circuits in limiting the liability
of participants. The Fifth Circuit has only imposed section 12 liability
upon participants whose participation is a "substantial factor" in
inducing the sale of securities. 60 Finding that "mere participation"
alone did not suffice for the imposition of liability under section 12,
the Fifth Circuit later added to the "substantial factor" test a
requirement that the person must also have been a proximate cause
of the sale. 6

1

In the prior survey period, the Fifth Circuit had an opportunity
to review the definition of "seller" under section 12 of the 1933 Act
in Dahl v. Pinter.62

e.g., Katz v. Amos Treat & Co., 411 F.2d 1046 (2d Cir. 1969). For general analyses of the
Section 12 definition of seller, see Stern, Potential Liability of Purchaser Representative, 39
Bus. LAW. 1801 (1984); Reid, Secondary Liability under Section 12(2) of the Securities Act of
1933, 79 Nw. U. L. REv. 382 (1983); Silverstein, Seller Liability under Section 12(2) of the
Securities Act of 1933: A Proximate Cause-Substantial Factor Approach Limited by a Duty
of Inquiry, 38 VAND. L. REV. 361 (1983).

59. Katz, 411 F.2d 1046, 1052-53. "The meaning of 'seller' for purposes of § 12 has been
judicially expanded beyond the person who transfers title to include 'participants' in the
transaction." SEC v. Seaboard Corp., 677 F.2d 1289, 1294 (9th Cir. 1982).

60. In Pharo v. Smith, 621 F.2d 656 (5th Cir. 1980), the Fifth Circuit found that sellers
under section 12 were limited "(i) to those in privity with the purchaser and (ii) to those
whose participation in the buy-sell transaction is a substantial factor in causing the transaction
to take place. Mere participation in the events leading up to the transaction is not enough."
Id. at 667. This treatment of section 12 liability by the Fifth Circuit has spawned a number
of leading cases in the area. See Liabilities of Attorneys and Accountants under the Federal
Securities Laws - Part I, 4 TAx SHELTER INVESTMENTs L. REP. (Clark Boardman) No. 9, at
67-71 (March 1985). The Fifth Circuit's characterization of the test for the definition of seller
under the federal securities laws has "been widely cited and followed by other Circuits." Dahl
v. Pinter, 794 F.2d 1016, 1017 (5th Cir. July 1986) (per curiam denial of rehearing), cert.
granted, - U.S. -, 107 S. Ct. 1885, 95 L. Ed. 2d 493 (1987). See Davis v. Avco Fin.
Serv., Inc., 739 F.2d 1057 (6th Cir. 1984), cert. denied, 472 U.S. 1012 (1985); Stokes v.
Lokken, 644 F.2d 779 (8th Cir. 1981); SEC v. Murphy, 626 F.2d 633 (9th Cir. 1980).

61. Croy v. Campbell, 624 F.2d 709, 713-14 (5th Cir. 1980).
62. 787 F.2d 985 (5th Cir. Apr. 1986), cert. granted, -U.S. -, 107 S. Ct. 1885,

95 L. Ed. 2d 493 (1987). In Dahl, the defendant sold fractional interests in oil and gas leases
to the plaintiff, Dahl, who, according to the facts before the court, was a sophisticated investor
in oil and gas ventures and who had approached the defendant in order to solicit just such
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In analyzing the case, the Fifth Circuit turned to the conventional
formulation of the test for determining whether a person is a "seller",
that is, whether the plaintiff, Dahl, had parted with title to securities
in exchange for consideration or whether the plaintiff's participation
in the purchase of securities was a substantial factor in causing the
transaction to take place. 63 The court readily found that the plaintiff's
conduct was a substantial factor in occasioning his associates to
purchase securities from the defendants." However, despite a finding
that Dahl met the substantial factor test, the court declined to hold
that he was a "seller" for the purposes of section 12(1). 6

1 The court
instead held that the substantial factor test had a further implicit
requirement that the person sought to be held liable as a "seller"
receive or hope to receive some financial benefit from his efforts. 66

The Fifth Circuit's decision in Dahl v. Pinter and its subsequent
decision to deny a hearing en banc evoked two dissents. Judge John
R. Brown dissented from the initial decision. 67 He noted that Dahl
was clearly a substantial factor in bringing about his associates'
purchases and, therefore, was a seller. 6

an investment opportunity. Id. at 986. Dahl then convinced a number of his friends and family
to invest in the leases. Id. Dahl's motive in "soliciting" his associates to purchase the securities,
the district court found, was solely a desire to benefit his friends and family without any
pecuniary advantage to Dahl himself. Id. Defendants maintained that Dahl's status as a seller
barred him from any personal recovery from the defendants under the equitable doctrines of
in pari delicto, estoppel, and unclean hands. Id. at 987. See also Black and Hainsfurther,
Securities, Fifth Circuit Survey, 18 TEx. TEcH L. REv. 685, 689-92 (1987) (discussing the
holding in Daho.

63. See supra note 60; Lewis v. Walston & Co., 487 F.2d 617 (5th Cir. 1973); Hill York
Corp. v. American Int'l Franchises, Inc., 448 F.2d 680 (5th Cir. 1971).

64. 787 F.2d at 990.
65. Id.
66. Id. The Fifth Circuit went on to discuss whether the common law in pari delicto

defense is available in a private action for rescission of the sale of unregistered securities
brought under section 12(1) of the 1933 Act. Id. at 987-90. According to the court, only
intentional misconduct suffices to bar a plaintiff's recovery under the in pari delicto doctrine.
Id. at 988. As a consequence, the Fifth Circuit decided that even though Dahl was as culpable
as the defendant in misunderstanding the duty to register the securities, which as a violation
of section 12(1) was a strict liability offense, the plaintiff's culpability did not rise to the level
of malevolence required to invoke the in pari delicto doctrine. Id.

67. Id. at 991 (Brown, J., dissenting).
68. Id. at 992. Judge Brown maintained that the court's refusal to conclude that the

category of sellers should include only parties whose efforts were intended to financially benefit
themselves lacked any legal precedent. Id. Judge Brown also remarked that the Fifth Circuit
was jeopardizing the principal purpose underlying the securities laws, the protection of the
investing public. Id.
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Judge Edith H. Jones later dissented to the decision of the Fifth
Circuit to deny a rehearing en banc of their decision.6 9 Judge Jones'
dissent, in which five other judges joined, vigorously contended that
the majority erred in its choice of controlling legal principles. 70 In
particular, the dissent maintained that the Fifth Circuit had now
changed the substantial factor test to a "substantial factor plus
expectation of financial benefit" test without any foundation in the
securities law or its underlying policies. 7

1

The Fifth Circuit's decision in Dahl v. Pinter may result in a
significant reformulation of the test for determining whether a party
to a securities transaction is a "seller." The decision apparently adds
a new criterion for the definition of seller for purposes of the federal
securities laws. Since the United States Supreme Court has granted
a petition for a writ of certiorari in Dahl v. Pinter,72 either an
affirmation or a reversal of the case will set new national standards
as to who is a seller of securities. If the United States Supreme Court
affirms Dahl, it will establish a much modified test for the definition
of a seller of securities. If the United States Supreme Court overrules
Dahl, it will permit a broader definition of a seller of securities.73

The facts of Dahl v. Pinter are not conducive to any easy
analysis. The law and policies applicable to those facts are ambiguous
(as evidenced by the majority and dissenting opinions) and exemplify
the lack of clear guidelines in this area. Whatever the result of Dahl
v. Pinter, the Supreme Court hopefully will articulate the standards
for liability as a seller under section 12.

C. Does Greenmail Violate the Federal Securities Laws?

Both legal commentators and corporate executives have decried
the practice of greenmail, in which management employs corporate
assets to purchase shares recently acquired by a large investor who
threatens to acquire control, overturn management, or reorganize or

69. 794 F.2d 1016 (5th Cir. July 1986) (Jones, Clark, Gee, Jolly, Higginbotham, & Davis,
J.J., dissenting), cert. granted, -. U.S. -, 107 S. Ct. 1885, 95 L. Ed. 2d 493 (1987).

70. Id. at 1016-17 (Jones, Clark, Gee, Jolly, Higginbotham, & Davis, J.J., dissenting).
71. Id. at 1017 (Jones, Clark, Gee, Jolly, Higginbotham & Davis, J.J., dissenting).
72. Writ of certiorari was granted on April 20, 1987. -. U.S. -, 107 S. Ct. 1885,

95 L. Ed. 2d 493 (1987).
73. The United States Supreme Court should decide the case shortly after the 1987

Symposium goes to press; the authors understand oral argument was heard December 9, 1987.
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restructure the corporation. 74 Critics of greenmail, however, have
seldom proven successful in challenging its legality in the courts of
jurisdictions outside the Fifth Circuit. Although generally held per-
missible under state law, 7 greenmail, upon occasion, has been found
to be a violation of the fiduciary duties owed by corporate executives
to their corporations. 76 Greenmail, nonetheless, has to date not been
challenged successfully as a violation of the federal securities laws.

A challenge to the validity of greenmail under federal securities
laws recently confronted the Fifth Circuit in a case of first impression
in the circuit. Pin v. Texaco, Inc.77 raised the issue of whether the
parties to a particular greenmail transaction violated section 10(b) of
the 1934 Act and rule lOb-5, or section 13(e) of the 1934 Act and
rule 13e-4. 7

1 Pin stemmed from a somewhat conventional greenmail
transaction between a group of individuals and entities headed by
Bass Brothers Enterprises, Inc. (the "Bass group") and Texaco, Inc.
The Bass group had acquired 9.9 percent of the outstanding stock
of Texaco, having filed the appropriate Schedule 13D's with the
Securities and Exchange Commission. 79 The Bass group next threat-

74. Nash, Wall Street Bemoans a New "Greenmail" Season, N.Y. Times, Dec. 28, 1986,
at D4, col. 3; see also The Impact of Targeted Share Repurchases (Greenmail) on Stock Prices,
[1984-1985 Transfer Binder] Fed. Sec. L. Rep. (CCH) § 83,713 (Sept. 11, 1984) (study on the
impact of targeted share repurchases on the wealth of non-participating target shareholders).

Representatives Dingell and Markey have introduced a bill before the House of Represen-
tatives in order to mitigate abusive corporate financing practices, including greenmail. This
Tender Offer Reform Act prohibits purchases of corporate securities by any corporation from
any person who has held more than three percent of the corporation's securities for less than
two years at a price in excess of the average market price of the securities for the thirty days
prior to the purchase. H.R. 2172, 100th Cong., 1st Sess. (1987). See Tender Offer Reform
Act Introduced, Part 1, [Current] Fed. Sec. L. Rep. (CCH) No. 1229, at 6-8 (May 6, 1987).

75. Courts generally have sustained greenmail, provided that the acquisition of securities
by the corporate management serves a legitimate business purpose. Pitt, Hurwitz & Peters,
Tender Offers: Offensive and Defensive Tactics and the Business Judgment Rule, in HOSTILE
BATTLES FOR CORPOaTE CONTROL: 1987 285 (Block & Pitt ed. 1987).

76. See, e.g., Heckmann v. Ahmanson, 168 Cal. App. 3d 119, 214 Cal. Rptr. 177 (Cal.
Ct. App. 1985) (holding that investor Saul Steinberg violated his duties to other shareholders
when he accepted greenmail payments); but cf. Bebel, Why the Approach of Heckman v.
Ahmanson Will Not Become the Prevailing Greenmail Viewpoint: Race to the Bottom Con-
tinues, 18 TEx. TEcH. L. Rv. 1083 (1987). It should be noted that Heckman v. Ahmanson
deviates from the norm. 1 LIPTON & STEINBERGER, TAKEOVERS & FREEZEOUTS 6.06 [2], at
104-05 (1987). Cf. Polk v. Good, 507 A.2d 531 (Del. 1986) (finding that, under the circum-
stances, greenmail may be accepted for purposes of Delaware law).

77. 793 F.2d 1448 (5th Cir. July 1986).
78. Id. at 1449.
79. Id.
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ened Texaco management with a tender offer for control of the
company, unless management policies were altered.80 Texaco man-
agement agreed to purchase the stock held by the Bass group at a
premium over market prices. 8

In a derivative class action, a number of stockholders sued
Texaco management in Delaware on various state law grounds,
including original plaintiff Pin's cause of action.82 The Delaware suit
was thereafter settled.83 Before this settlement was reached, however,
Holstein, another Texaco stockholder, had moved as plaintiff to
intervene in the case in the United States District Court for the
Northern District of Texas, which motion to intervene amended the
original complaint to add federal securities laws claims after the state
law claims had been settled.84 Judge Mahon with the United States
District Court for the Northern District of Texas denied the motion
to intervene for failure to state a claim and sanctioned the applying
counsel under rule 11 for filing the "decidedly frivolous" motion to
intervene.

8
-

The Fifth Circuit affirmed the district court's finding that the
claims of violations of the federal securities laws were insufficient to
state a cause of action. 86 The Fifth Circuit refused to find that the
allegations of misconduct constituted the necessary claim of material
omission or misstatement which is essential to a cause of action
under section 10(b) and rule lOb-5.17 The court noted that the
complaint did not "allege that any party to this transaction misrep-
resented or failed to disclose a material fact;" thus, there was no
"manipulation" of stock prices as that term is construed for federal
securities law purposes. 88 Without such material misstatements or
omissions, the plaintiff's petition lacked any factual allegations which
could amount to the manipulative misconduct required for a com-

80. Id.
81. Id.
82. See Polk v. Good, 507 A.2d 531, 533-34 (Del. 1986).
83. See generally id. (approving settlement of the class action).
84. 793 F.2d at 1449.
85. Id.
86. Id. at 1448.
87. Id. at 1451-53. In Santa Fe Indus., Inc. v. Green, 430 U.S. 462 (1977), the United

States Supreme Court ruled that in order to state a cause of action under rule lOb-5, a plaintiff
at least must allege conduct which can be fairly viewed as manipulative and deceptive within
the meaning of section 10(b) of the 1934 Act. Id. at 473-74.

88. 793 F.2d at 1452.
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plaint under section 10(b). The Fifth Circuit also rejected the plain-
tiff's allegation that the transaction between the Bass group and
Texaco constituted an unlawful issuer tender offer in violation of
section 13(e) and rule 13e-4, insofar as other stockholders could not
tender their shares in the transaction, and since the complaint on its
face merely alleged a privately negotiated transaction with highly
sophisticated investors.8 9 The Fifth Circuit commented that even if
greenmail is "an extremely serious wrong looking for a remedy," it
simply is not actionable under existing federal securities laws. 9° In
view of the inadequacy of the factual allegations made to support
the claim of violation of federal securities laws, the Fifth Circuit
affirmed the sanctions imposed under rule 11 against the movant
attorney. 91

The significance of Pin v. Texaco lies not only in the legal
conclusions which the Fifth Circuit reached, but also in the clarity
with which it expressed its decision. The Fifth Circuit has stated that
not only is greenmail not per se violative of federal securities laws,
but also that it may be unreasonable for attorneys to allege that
such transactions are violative under existing law. 92 This ruling should
effectively preclude, in the Fifth Circuit at least, some tactical uses
of suits under the federal securities laws against privately negotiated
transactions in the course of takeovers. The holding in Pin, however,
does not address whether greenmail transactions violate rule lOb-13,
an issue which will likely remain open in the Fifth Circuit as in other
circuits .9

D. What are the Duties of a Broker?

The relationship of a securities broker to his customer is generally
that of an agent to his principal. 94 While the duties of brokers to

89. Id. at 1453-55.
90. Id.- at 1453.
91. Id. at 1456.
92. Id. at 1453.
93. 17 C.F.R. 240.10b-13 (1987). Rule lOb-13 prohibits the purchase of securities during

a tender offer other than pursuant to the tender offer once the tender offer commences and
until it terminates. T. HAZEN, THE LAW OF SEcuRniEs REGuLATIoNs § 11.15 (1985). See
Lowenfels, Rule JOb-13, Rule 10b-6, and Purchase of Target Company Securities During an
Exchange Offer, 69 COLUM. L. REv. 1392 (1969).

94. See Robinson v. Merrill Lynch, Pierce, Fenner & Smith, Inc. 337 F. Supp. 107, 110
(N.D. Ala. 1971), aff'd 453 F.2d 417 (5th Cir. 1972); West v. Touchstone, 620 S.W.2d 687,
690 (Tex. Civ. App.-Dallas 1981, writ ref'd n.r.e.).
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their customers to some extent are determined by the relevant federal
securities laws, state securities laws, rules of securities exchanges,
and the rules of the National Association of Securities Dealers, the
fundamental principles underlying those duties stem from the com-
mon law of agency. 95

In its most recent decision on the duties of stock brokerage
firms, the Fifth Circuit considered the extent to which stock brokers
must inform their customers of market conditions. In Magnum Corp.
v. Lehman Bros. Kuhn Loeb, Inc.,96 a panel of Fifth Circuit judges
reviewed an opinion by the United States District Court for the
Eastern District of Texas, finding a stock brokerage firm liable for
damages resulting from the firm's failure to disclose market condi-
tions to its customers which might have materially affected the prices
the customers wished to pay for stock the firm had recommended. 97

The plaintiffs, upon the recommendation of a broker employed by
Lehman Brothers Kuhn Loeb, Inc., placed several large orders for
stock in RPM, Inc., a company whose shares at the time traded in
the over-the-counter market at prices averaging $13.37 per share. 9

Plaintiffs placed market orders to buy a stated amount of the security
at the most advantageous price available. 99 No price or time limitation
was placed on the orders.?° However, none of the orders were
immediately filled; all of the orders were held.10l Executing the orders
at once, the broker felt, would further heighten -the price of the
stock, which was then receiving considerable pressure from the "buy"
side in the marketplace. 0 2 In the meantime, Lehman Brothers had
begun to trade for its own account in RPM shares as a "market
maker."'0 3 As Lehman Brothers had accumulated shares for its own

95. Robinson, 337 F. Supp. at 110.
96. 794 F.2d 198 (5th Cir. July 1986).
97. Id. at 199.
98. Id.
99. Id.

100. Id.
101. Id.
102. Id.
103. Id. In an authoritative treatise, Nicholas Wolfson defines a market maker as follows:

A market maker is a firm which stands continuously ready to buy and sell securities
for its own account from and to brokerage firms and retail customers. The readiness
of such firms to make continuous markets is essential to the existence of a liquid
stock market. A firm performing the functions of a market maker on an exchange
is called a stock exchange specialist.

N. WOLFSON, R. Psm.Lrps & T. Russo, REGULATION OF BROKERS, DEALERS AND SECURITIs

MARKETS 3.03[11] n.28 (1977).
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account as part of its market-making activities, the price of the stock
rose rapidly.' °4 The firm finally executed the plaintiffs' orders after
it had completed its market-making activities, seven days after the
first order. 05 As a result of this delay, the plaintiffs paid $15.75 per
share on their orders.'06 The broker, who had known of Lehman
Brothers' continued purchases of the stock over the intervening seven
days, neglected to inform the plaintiffs that Lehman Brothers had
commenced market-making activities, a violation of the firm's pro-
cedures. 07

Having paid more than $2.38 per share in excess of the average
price for the shares at the time of their orders, the plaintiffs sued
Lehman Brothers, alleging that the broker's failure to execute their
orders on a timely basis and his misrepresentation as to his firm's
activities in the market had occasioned their loss. 108 Under the rules
of the firm, the broker clearly should not have begun to buy as a
principal before he had completed all of the orders he then held as
an agent.' °9 Lehman Brothers countered with a number of arguments,
including, in particular, an assertion that the employee involved had
acted outside the scope of his authority."l0 The district court found
Lehman Brothers negligent for (1) failure to inform the plaintiffs as
to its market-making activities and the consequent delay in the
execution of the plaintiffs' orders, and (2) failure to execute the
orders as fully and promptly as possible, thereby breaching a fiduciary
duty owed to the plaintiffs."'

The Fifth Circuit panel affirmed the decision of the district court
against Lehman Brothers. 12 After briefly examining the common law
of agency as applied to stock brokers, the panel noted two points
of law which led it to find against the stock brokerage firm." 3 First,

104. 794 F.2d at 200.
105. Id.
106. Id.
107. Id. at 199. Although the Fifth Circuit did not consider industry standards, the stock

broker's conduct also arguably violated the National Association of Securities Dealers' guide-
lines for fair dealing with customers. See NASD MANUAL (CCH) 2152 (1985); L. Loss,
FUNDAMENTALS OF SEcuRTmas REGULATION 972 (1983).

108. 794 F.2d at 200.
109. Id. at 199.
110. Id.
111. Id. at 200-01.
112. Id. at 201.
113. Id. at 200-01.
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the panel noted that the contract between a stock brokerage firm
and its customers included an implicit agreement that the stock
brokers would execute an order as promptly as is reasonably possible
in order to obtain the best price under the circumstances. 1 4 Of

course, the court acknowledged, customers necessarily bear the risk
of an increase in the price of a stock between the placement of their
order and its execution." 5 Second, the court found support for the
proposition that stock brokers have a duty to disclose -to their
customers information which is material and relevant to their order." ,6

Even if customers must bear the risk of an increase in the price of
the security they have ordered, their stock broker must at a minimum
inform them whether the volume of orders received by the stock
brokerage firm would likely drive up the price of the stock." 7 Hence,
although the Fifth Circuit agreed that Lehman Brothers had acted
reasonably in delaying the completion of the plaintiffs' orders in
order to lighten the effect of the surge in demand for the stock on
the market, plaintiffs were entitled to be told about the change in
the condition of the market so that they could cancel their order or
place it through another brokerage firm."' The court summarily
rejected Lehman Brothers' argument that the broker who failed to
inform the customers of the delay acted in violation of his firm's
policy and, therefore, exceeded his authority." 9 Consequently, the
court ruled that although stock brokers reasonably could delay sales
or purchases of orders placed with them, brokers must disclose the
reason for the delay so that their customers may further consider
the suitability of market conditions for the fulfillment of their
orders. 1

20

The significance of Magnum rests on two findings. First, the
Fifth Circuit required stock brokers to disclose to their customers
any delay in the execution of orders which may be occasioned by
the brokerage firm's market-making activities. 12 Second, the Fifth

114. Id.
115. Id.
116. Id. at 201.
117. Id.
118. Id.
119. Id.
120. Id.
121. Id. at 200-01. The Fifth Circuit had previously affirmed a district court's analysis of

the duties of a stock broker. See Robinson v. Merrill Lynch, Pierce, Fenner & Smith, Inc.,
337 F. Supp. 107 (N.D. Ala. 1971), aff'd, 453 F.2d 417 (5th Cir. 1972).
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Circuit also found that the requisite disclosure of market-making
activities must be made at the time the customer placed the order,
not in a subsequent confirmation of the execution of the order. 22

II. REMEDIES

A. Are Brokerage Arbitration Clauses Binding?

Litigation over the applicability of brokerage arbitration clauses
in contracts between brokerage firms and their customers has resulted
in many significant Fifth Circuit securities laws decisions over the
last several years.12  This litigation typically has focused upon two
issues: the arbitrability of securities fraud claims under various se-
curities acts and the viability of the "intertwining doctrine."

The arbitrability of securities fraud claims has been exhaustively
analyzed in both legal publications and judicial pronouncements. The
1953 United States Supreme Court ruling in Wilko v. Swan 24 set the
stage for much of this discussion and analysis 125 in holding that 1933
Act claims were nonarbitrable. 26 Although the United States Supreme
Court had not ruled upon the arbitrability of 1934 Act claims before
1987, the Fifth Circuit, by analogy to Wilko, had persistently main-
tained that claims under the 1934 Act are also nonarbitrable. 27

In this survey period alone, the Fifth Circuit twice reaffirmed
its position on the non-arbitrability of 1934 Act claims in Bustamante
v. Rotan Mosle, Inc. 2 and King v. Drexel Burnham Lambert, Inc. 129

122. 794 F.2d at 200. The timing of disclosures by stock brokers to their customers may
pose a troublesome issue even if the nature of that disclosure is clear. See R. JENNINGS & H.
MARSH, SEcuRrriEs REGUI.ATION: CASES AND MATERIALS 580 (5th ed. 1982).

123. See, e.g., Hainsfurther, Securities, Fifth Circuit Survey, 17 TEX. TECH L. REv. 701,
708 (1986); Hainsfurther, Securities, Fifth Circuit Survey, 16 TEx. TECH L. REv. 415, 422
(1985).

124. 346 U.S. 427 (1953).
125. See generally Bloomenthal, Arbitrability and Arbitration of Rule lOb-5 and RICO

Claims-Part II, 9 SEC. & FED. CoRp. LAw REP., (Clark Boardman) No. 2, at 1 (Feb. 1987)
(discussing the Wilko and McMahon cases, along with availability of arbitral procedures).

126. 346 U.S. at 438. But see [Current] Fed. Sec. L. Rep. (CCH) 1 93,381 (suggesting that
1933 Act claims are arbitrable after McMahon).

127. See, e.g., Sawyer v. Raymond, James & Assocs., 642 F.2d 791, 792 (5th Cir. 1981);
Sibley v. Tandy Corp., 543 F.2d 540, 543 (5th Cir. 1976), cert. denied, 434 U.S. 824 (1977).

128. 802 F.2d 815 (5th Cir. Oct. 1986).
129. 796 F.2d 59 (5th Cir. May 1986), vacated, - U.S. -, 107 S. Ct. 3203, 96 L.

Ed. 2d 690 (1987) (remanding for consideration in light of McMahon, leading to the conclusion
that McMahon applies retroactively).
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On June 8, 1987, however, the United States Supreme Court decided
Shearson/American Express, Inc. v. McMahon. 30 In that case, the
Court held that unlike 1933 Act claims, 1934 Act claims are subject
to arbitration, effectively reversing over thirty years of precedent on
the issue.'3' While the analysis adopted by the Fifth Circuit in
assessing the arbitrability of claims under the 1934 Act has been
rendered nugatory as a result, the other decisions of the Fifth Circuit
with regard to the arbitrability of securities laws claims under other
federal acts applying to securities fraud retain their validity. This
survey period includes one such case.

In Mayaja v. Bodkin,'3 2 the Fifth Circuit for the first time faced
the issue of whether claims of securities fraud under the RICO Act
are subject to arbitration. Prior decisions, such as Smokey Greenhaw
Cotton Co. v. Merrill Lynch, Pierce, Fenner & Smith, Inc.,"' had
considered the issue but never resolved it. 134 Mayaja, however, directly
posed this question to the court. The plaintiffs held financial man-
agement and commodity accounts with a defendant, Shearson Leh-
man Brothers, Inc., a nationally known stock brokerage firm.'35 The
plaintiffs alleged that brokers at that firm, in the course of managing
those accounts, inflicted "staggering" losses through unauthorized
transactions. 3 6 The plaintiffs alleged that the defendant brokers had
forged signatures and withdrawn money from their accounts to meet

130. - U.S. -, 107 S. Ct. 2332, 96 L. Ed. 2d 185 (1987).
131. Id. at -, 107 S. Ct. at 2343, 96 L. Ed. 2d at 201. In arriving at the conclusion

that 1934 Act claims are subject to arbitration, Justice O'Connor, writing for the Court,
determined that arbitration agreements do not impermissively waive the substantive protections
of the 1934 Act. Id. at -, 107 S. Ct. at 2341-42, 96 L. Ed. 2d at 199. Justice O'Connor
noted that the holding in Wilko was predicated upon judicial distrust of the arbitral forums
then in existence. Id. at -, 107 S. Ct. at 2340, 96 L. Ed. 2d at 196-97. Since contemporary
arbitral procedures of the New York Stock Exchange, American Stock Exchange, and National
Association of Securities Dealers, Inc. are now subject to regulatory oversight by the SEC
pursuant to section 19 of the 1934 Act, Justice O'Connor concluded that an arbitration
agreement does not waive the protections of the 1934 Act. Id. at -, 107 S. Ct. at 2341,
96 L. Ed. 2d at 198-99. Justice O'Connor, nevertheless, refrained from overturning the contrary
conclusion as to 1933 Act claims under Wilko. See id. at __ , 107 S. Ct. at 2343, 96 L. Ed.
2d at 201.

132. 803 F.2d 157 (5th Cir. Oct. 1986), cert. denied, -U.S. , 107 S. Ct. 3210, 96
L. Ed. 2d 697 (1987).

133. 785 F.2d 1274 (5th Cir. 1986).
134. See id. at 1282.
135. 803 F.2d at 158.
136. Id.
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margin calls without proper authorization from the plaintiffs. 37 The
plaintiffs based their claim upon a theory of general securities fraud
under section 10(b) of the 1934 Act, rule lOb-5, and the RICO Act
for wire and mail fraud.13

1 When the defendants moved to compel
arbitration of all the claims, the district court denied the motion. 39

Noting that the brokerage agreement at issue clearly compelled
arbitration, the Fifth Circuit held that private RICO Act claims like
those at issue must be arbitrated under the Federal Arbitration Act."°
The Fifth Circuit looked to the underlying purpose for the treble
damage provisions of the RICO Act in arriving at its holding.' 4

1

After an exhaustive review of the legislative history of the RICO Act
and the antitrust laws, the Fifth Circuit found that two purposes lay
behind the treble damage provisions of the antitrust laws and, by
analogy, the RICO Act. 42 The primary purpose was compensation;
the secondary purpose was deterrence. 1 3 Since the plaintiffs could
effectively achieve both purposes in an arbitration forum, the Fifth
Circuit held that the drafters of the RICO Act contemplated settle-
ment of private RICO Act claims by arbitration under the extensive
regulations governing arbitration of claims before the Commodity
Futures Trading Commission. 1" Accordingly, the Fifth Circuit af-
firmed the district court's order denying defendants' motion to
compel arbitration of the claims under the 1934 Act and reversed
and remanded the district court's decision, instructing the lower court
to compel arbitration of the RICO Act claims in accordance with
the Federal Arbitration Act. 41

137. Id.
138. Id. at 159.
139. Id. at 159-60.
140. Id. at 166.
141. Id. at 159 n.l.
142. Id. at 161-66.
143. Id. at 165-66. The rather skimpy legislative history of the RICO Act referred to the

purposes of the treble damages provisions of the Clayton Act. Id. at 164-65. The Fifth Circuit
then looked to the legislative intent behind the Clayton Act, principally as interpreted by the
United States Supreme Court in Mitsubishi Motors Corp. v. Soler Chrysler-Plymouth, Inc.,
in order to ascertain what purpose motivated the RICO Act. Id. at 165 (relying on Mitsubishi,
473 U.S. 614 (1985)). See infra note 148. In Shearson/American Express v. McMahon, the
United States Supreme Court later adopted the same approach to determining the legislative
intent of the RICO Act for purposes of arbitration. See infra text accompanying notes 152-
56.

144. 803 F.2d at 166.
145. Id.
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By finding that claims under the RICO Act are arbitrable, the
Fifth Circuit introduced a tripartite split among the federal circuits
on this issue.146 Before the Fifth Circuit's ruling, the Second Circuit
had held that private RICO Act claims may never be arbitrated. 147

The Fifth Circuit had rejected the Second Circuit's position because
the Second Circuit based its decision upon a case holding that
antitrust causes of action were not arbitrable for reasons of policy,
a line of reasoning which the Supreme Court has subsequently
rejected in Mitsubishi Motors Corp. v. Soler Chrysler-Plymouth,
Inc. 48 The Third Circuit has held that claims under the RICO Act
may be arbitrated when the offenses predicate to the required "pat-
tern of racketeering activity" are arbitrable themselves. 149 The Fifth
Circuit, however, found itself unable to agree with the Third Circuit.
The Fifth Circuit reasoned that claims under the RICO Act are
discreet from the predicate violations; an enterprise employing income
from racketeering is distinct from the activity of racketeering itself. 150

Having rejected the views of both circuits, the Fifth Circuit fell back
upon an analysis of the underlying purposes of the RICO Act in
order to determine whether arbitration was permissible.' 5'

The United States Supreme Court, in Shearson/American Ex-
press, Inc. v. McMahon,12 subsequently decided that claims of
securities fraud under the RICO Act are arbitrable.' Like the Fifth
Circuit, the Supreme Court determined that the text and legislative
history of the RICO Act did not reveal any congressional intent to
override the Federal Arbitration Act. 54 In arriving at this conclusion,
Justice O'Connor, writing for the Court, cited the holding of the

146. 803 F.2d at 162-63.
147. McMahon v. Shearson/American Express, Inc., 788 F.2d 94 (2d Cir. 1986), rev'd,

U.S. - 107 S. Ct. 2332, 96 L. Ed. 2d 185 (1987). But see Genesco, Inc. v. T.
Kakiuchi & Co., 815 F.2d 840 (2d Cir. 1987) (distinguishing between domestic and international
arbitration procedures and refraining from a ruling as to the arbitrability of RICO Act claims).

148. 473 U.S. 614, 625 (1985).
149. Jacobson v. Merrill Lynch, Pierce, Fenner & Smith, Inc., 797 F.2d 1197 (3d Cir.

1986), vacated, - U.S. -, 107 S. Ct. 3204, 96 L. Ed. 2d 691 (1987).
150. 803 F.2d at 163 n.6.
151. Id.
152. - U.S. - , 107 S. Ct. 2332, 96 L. Ed. 2d 185 (1987).
153. Id. at -, 107 S. Ct. at 2345-46, 96 L. Ed. 2d at 204. For an intriguing insight

into the factual circumstances of McMahon v. Shearson/American Express, see Meyer, Why
Stockbrokers Sleep at Night, MONEY, July 1987, at 105.

154. Id. at , 107 S. Ct. at 2343-44, 96 L. Ed. 2d at 201.
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Fifth Circuit in Mayaja, Inc. v. Bodkin.' Unlike the approaches
adopted by the Second and Third Circuits, Justice O'Connor's opin-
ion did not condition the arbitrability of RICO Act claims upon any
particular facts, but instead, like the Fifth Circuit, looked to the
legislative purposes behind the treble damage provisions of the Clay-
ton Act as an analogy for the purposes behind the RICO Act.15 6

Justice O'Connor in Shearson/American Express, Inc. v.
McMahon also found that 1934 Act claims were arbitrable, a decision
overturning clearly established precedent in the Fifth Circuit and
implicitly overruling the Fifth Circuit's summary finding in Mayaja
v. Bodkin that 1934 Act claims were nonarbitrable. As a result of
the Supreme Court ruling that 1934 Act claims were arbitrable,
Mayaja v. Bodkin was vacated and remanded to the Fifth Circuit
for reconsideration. Upon this remand, the Fifth Circuit repeated its
holding as to the arbitrability of RICO Act claims and reversed its
position on the arbitrability of 1934 Act claims in accord with the
Supreme Court's ruling.157

Numerous cases also have been brought in the Fifth Circuit as
to the viability of the intertwining doctrine. The intertwining doctrine
permits federal courts to try both arbitrable and nonarbitrable claims
together, denying arbitration of the arbitrable claims, if the arbitrable
and nonarbitrable claims arise from the same transaction and are
closely related. 5 8 Until 1985, the Fifth Circuit upheld the intertwining
doctrine. 5 9 When the United States Supreme Court in 1985 rejected
the intertwining doctrine in Dean Witter Reynolds, Inc. v. Byrd,'60

the Fifth Circuit promptly followed suit in Smokey Greenhaw Cotton
Co. v. Merrill Lynch, Pierce, Fenner & Smith, Inc. 61 This reversal
of position in the Fifth Circuit has resulted in a procedural quandry
regarding whether litigation in federal court of nonarbitrable claims
and arbitration of the arbitrable claims may proceed simultaneously.
This survey period afforded the Fifth Circuit its first opportunity

155. Id., 107 S. Ct. at 2344, 96 L. Ed. 2d at 201 (citing Mayaja, Inc. v. Bodkin, 803 F.2d
157, 164 (5th Cir. Oct. 1986)).

156. Id. at , 107 S. Ct. at 2343-45, 96 L. Ed. 2d at 201-03.
157. Mayaja, Inc. v. Bodkin, [Current] Fed. Sec. L. Rep..(CCH) 1 93,584 (Aug. 19, 1987).

See supra note 8.
158. Dean Witter Reynolds, Inc. v. Byrd, 470 U.S. 213, 216-17 (1985).
159. See, e.g., Sibley v. Tandy Corp., 543 F.2d 540 (5th Cir. 1977).
160. 470 U.S. 213 (1985).
161. 785 F.2d 1274 (5th Cir. 1986).
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since Smokey Greenhaw Cotton Co. to resolve this residual issue.
In Girard v. Drexel Burnham Lambert, Inc. ,162 the Fifth Circuit

faced two issues: (1) whether a brokerage arbitration clause foreclosed
suit in federal court on RICO Act claims, as well as claims under
the 1933 and 1934 Acts, and (2) whether a federal court could refuse
to stay litigation of nonarbitrable claims under the federal securities
laws pending arbitration of state claims for common law fraud,
breach of fiduciary duties, negligence, gross negligence, and willful
and wrongful misconduct in handling brokerage accounts. 63 The
plaintiffs in Girard had opened accounts and executed brokerage
contracts with Drexel Burnham, which contracts included language
to the effect that the contracts in no way constituted a waiver or
limitation of any rights which the plaintiffs might have under any
federal securities laws.' 64 The plaintiffs later claimed improper han-
dling of their accounts, including alleged churning activities, and
sued on federal causes of action under the 1933 Act, the 1934 Act,
and the RICO Act. 65 The plaintiffs also alleged causes of action
under several Texas statutes (including the Texas Securities Act) and
more general claims for common law fraud, breach of fiduciary
duties, negligence, and wrongful misconduct in handling of ac-
counts. 16

6 The district court ordered arbitration of the state law
claims, held that the alleged claims under the 1933, 1934, and RICO
Acts were nonarbitrable, and refused to stay the federal litigation of
those claims pending the arbitration of state claims. 167

The Fifth Circuit analyzed the plaintiffs' claims in detail. First,
it noted that the relevant language in the contracts indicated that the
plaintiffs' rights under federal securities laws were uncertain and
simply indicated that the arbitration agreement was governed by the
federal securities laws. 168 Accordingly, the court was bound by the
federal securities laws regardless of whether plaintiffs' claims were
arbitrable under the agreement. 169 Relying upon its recent decision in

162. 805 F.2d 607 (5th Cir. Dec. 1986).
163. Id. at 608.
164. Id. at 608-09. The relevant contracts read in pertinent part: "Therefore, nothing in

this paragraph shall in any way constitute a waiver or limitation of any rights which the
undersigned may have under any federal securities laws." Id. at 609 (emphasis added by court).

165. Id. at 608.
166. Id.
167. Id.
168. Id. at 609-10.
169. Id.
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Mayaja, Inc. v. Bodkin, 70 the Fifth Circuit decided that although
the claims under the 1934 Act were not arbitrable, private claims
under the RICO Act must be arbitrated as provided in the brokerage
arbitration clause. 1 71 More surprising, however, was the Fifth Circuit's
finding that federal courts are not required to stay litigation on
federal claims when the outcome of state law claims in arbitration
is pending. 72 Relying upon dicta in Dean Witter Reynolds, Inc. v.
Byrd, the Fifth Circuit found that a federal court may properly
refuse to stay litigation of nonarbitrable claims under the federal
securities laws pending arbitration of state law claims such as com-
mon-law breach of fiduciary duties, negligence, and wanton miscon-
duct in the handling of brokerage accounts. 7 Although the defendant
argued that some stay of the federal suit was necessary in order to
give collateral estoppel effect to the pending state law claims, the
Fifth Circuit remarked that however inefficient dual proceedings
might prove, the federal courts remained free to fashion whatever
preclusion rules in a particular case before them best suited federal
interests. 74 In this context, the Fifth Circuit could not say that the
district court's refusal to stay litigation pending arbitration of the
pendent state claims did not protect federal interests in the litiga-
tion. 175 Consequently, the Fifth Circuit not only reaffirmed its stand
in Mayaja, Inc. v. Bodkin- that RICO Act claims are arbitrable-
but also resolved an open question as to the procedural consequences
of its rejection of the intertwining doctrine, implicitly leaving the
district courts to exercise their discretion on a case-by-case basis.

B. What Damages Must be Proven to Support a Claim Under
Rule lOb-5?

The Fifth Circuit has established two measures for damages in
actions under section 10(b) of the 1934 Act and rule l0b-5. 76 In

170. Id. at 610 (relying on Mayaja, 803 F.2d 157 (5th Cir. Oct. 1986)).
171. Id. The Fifth Circuit has now reversed prior case law and held that 1934 Act claims

are arbitrable. Mayaja, Inc. v. Bodkin, [Current] Fed. Sec. L. Rep. (CCH) 1 93,584 (Aug.
19, 1987). See infra note 8.

172. Id. at 611.
173. Id. (relying on Dean Witter Reynolds, Inc. v. Byrd, 740 U.S. 213 (1985)).
174. Id.
175. Id.
176. The array of issues arising in connection with suits under section 10(b) and rule lOb-

5 lies outside the scope of this article. For a general introduction to the relevant issues,
however, see D. LANGEVOORT, INSIDER TRADNO HANDBOOK (1987).

[Vol. 19:825
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Huddleston v. Herman & MacLean,177 the Fifth Circuit stated that
defendants who were not in privity with a purchaser of securities, or
who owed the purchaser no fiduciary duty, were normally obliged
to return only out-of-pocket damages if the defendants had been
found to have violated rule 10b-5.17 In that same opinion, the Fifth
Circuit reserved a rescissional measure of damages against defendants
who were in privity or who owed a fiduciary duty to a purchaser. 79

Since the relationship between a commercial bank and persons
borrowing funds from the bank in order to purchase securities may
be characterized as either fiduciary or non-fiduciary, depending on
the circumstances,8 0 one question arising from these dual standards
is whether a bank is subject to the rescissional or the out-of-pocket
damages standard for violations of rule lOb-5. The Fifth Circuit
faced this question during the survey period in the case of In re
Letterman Bros. Energy Securities Litigation.'

The facts of Letterman Bros. revealed that in 1980 a new oil
and gas operating company, Wells-Battelstein, had been formed for
the purpose of acting as operator with respect to certain oil and gas
leases in Kansas. 8 ' This company solicited investors to drill on its
oil and gas leases."'8 Since the leases required substantial development,
Wells-Battelstein also obtained a line of credit from the defendant

177. 640 F.2d 534 (5th Cir. 1981), aff'd in part, 459 U.S. 375 (1983).
178. Id. at 555-56.
179. Id. at 554-55; see also Chasins v. Smith, Barney & Co., 438 F.2d 1167, 1173 (2d Cir.

1970) (damages were the amount of the original purchase price minus the amount received
when the securities were subsequently sold).

180. "A bank, unless it is acting as a broker or in a situation closely analogous to that
of a broker, is not within the category of parties against whom recissional damages may be
awarded." In re Letterman Bros. Energy Sec. Litigation, 799 F.2d 967, 972 (5th Cir. Sept.
1986), cert. denied sub nom. Letterman Bros. Energy Program 1980-2 v. BancTexas Dallas,

- U.S. -, 107 S. Ct. 1373, 94 L. Ed. 2d 689 (1987).
Although banks are expressly excluded from the definitions of "broker" and "dealer" under

the 1934 Act, they nonetheless may take on the fiduciary duties of brokers to the extent that
they perform as one. The SEC has proposed new regulations to govern banks promoting
services "functionally indistinguishable from those offered by registered broker-dealers."
Statement in Support of Proposed Amendments to Modify the Definition of Broker and Dealer
in the Securities Exchange Act of 1934, [Current] Fed. Sec. L. Rep. (CCH) 84,124 (May 4,
1987).

181. 799 F.2d 967 (5th Cir. Sept. 1986), cert. denied sub nom. Letterman Bros. Energy
Program 1980-1982 v. BancTexas Dallas, -U.S. -, 107 S. Ct. 1373, 94 L. Ed. 2d 689
(1987).

182. Id. at 969-70.
183. Id.
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bank. 1 The bank further supplied references to prospective investors,
telling them that Wells-Battelstein had proven a creditworthy cus-
tomer of the bank.'85 The bank then provided loans to eight limited
partnerships which had invested in oil and gas leases operated by
Wells-Battelstein. 86 The investments in these leases proved less suc-
cessful than anticipated, producing revenues below what was required
to repay the loans.187 Therefore, the limited partnerships suffered
large financial losses resulting in the limited partners bringing suit
against the bank and certain other defendants in Texas and Califor-
nia. 88 The consolidated actions were brought to trial before a jury
in the district court for violation of section 10(b) of the 1934 Act,
rule lOb-5, and negligent misrepresentation and breach of fiduciary
duty under Texas law. 89 The district court granted a motion by the
defendant bank for a directed verdict with respect to the federal
securities laws claims, finding that the plaintiffs had not met their
burden of proof in establishing the value of the oil and gas leases
as of the date the plaintiffs entered into their contracts.'90 The
plaintiffs' claims for negligent misrepresentation and breach of fi-
duciary duty under Texas law were sustained by the jury.' 9' The
defendant bank then moved for judgment notwithstanding the ver-
dict, which the district court granted, finding that plaintiffs had
failed to establish the necessary damages for a claim of negligent
misrepresentation and that the bank owed no fiduciary duty to the
plaintiffs. 192

The plaintiffs argued before the Fifth Circuit that the district
court used an improper standard for evaluating damages. 93 The Fifth
Circuit noted that a bank normally is not within the category of
parties against whom rescissional damages may be awarded.94 As a
result, the investors could only recover from the defendant out-of-
pocket damages, that is, the "difference between the price paid and

184. Id. at 970.
185. Id.
186. Id.
187. Id.
188. Id.
189. Id. at 971.
190. Id.
191. Id.
192. Id.
193. Id. at 972.
194. Id.
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the 'real' value of the security ... at the time of the initial purchase
by the defrauded buyer." 1 95 Since the investors had not proved any
out-of-pocket damages, none could be awarded.196 The court expressly
rejected the plaintiffs' argument that the value of the interests in the
joint ventures at the time of purchase was zero, insofar as leases
that permit the exploration of mineral resources are of considerable
value, regardless of who operates them.197 The Fifth Circuit further
noted that although plaintiffs in a securities action may obtain
consequential damages when induced to invest on the basis of material
misrepresentations or omissions, the plaintiffs failed to distinguish
which payments made in connection with the leases qualified as
consequential damages. 98 Finally, the Fifth Circuit commented that
in a Texas action for negligent misrepresentation in securities trans-
actions, the appropriate measure of damages is the same out-of-
pocket standard as that under similar federal securities laws claims.Z99
In effect, the Fifth Circuit ruled that the plaintiffs' failure to plead
the appropriate standard of damages for a claim under section 10(b)
of the 1934 Act and rule 10b-5 at the district court level doomed
their appeal.20° Letterman Bros., in this way, illustrates the technical
complexity of pleading a well-founded claim under section 10(b) and
rule 10b-5. Not only must the plaintiff prove all the elements of the
violation, but it should also plead all plausible measures of damages
when the appropriate standard of damages may be unclear.

C. Are Commodities Futures Transactions within the Purview of
the Federal Securities Law?

The Commodity Exchange Act (CEA), as amended by the Com-
modities Futures Trading Commission Act of 1974, confers exclusive
jurisdiction on the Commodities Future Trading Commission (CFTC)
over contracts for the sale of commodities for future delivery traded
or executed on any commodities exchange or in contracts markets. 20'

195. Id. (quoting Huddleston v. Herman & MacLean, 640 F.2d 534, 555 (5th Cir. 1981),
aff'd in part, 459 U.S. 375 (1983)).

196. Id. at 972-73.
197. Id. at 973.
198. Id. at 974-75.
199. Id. at 974.
200. See id.
201. 7 U.S.C.S. §§ 1-23 (1978 & Supp. 1987). See 2 P. JOHNSON, COsaODrriEs REGULATION

1988]
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Both before and after the 1974 amendments to the CEA, federal
courts have granted relief based on the federal securities laws to
plaintiffs alleging violations of both the CEA and the federal secu-
rities laws. Courts faced with this issue have reached three different
conclusions. First, some courts have decided that private actions
under the securities laws survived the 1974 amendments since those
amendments only preempted provisions for express rights of action. 20 2

Second, other courts have determined that plaintiffs have a cause of
action under certain "self-executing" sections of the securities acts,
but not under section 10(b) of the 1934 Act or under other sections
that proscribe activities contravening SEC regulations .2° Third, a few
courts have refused to allow plaintiffs to recover under any securities
statute or regulation. 2°4 The jurisdictional conflict between the CEA
and the securities laws had not been resolved in the Fifth Circuit
until its 1986 holding in Point Landing v. Omni Capital International,
Ltd.20

5

Point Landing arose from a silver straddle commodity futures
investment plan. 20 6 Investors in these straddles sued the defendants

§ 4.36 (1982); Bromberg, Commodities Law and Securities Law-Overlaps and Preemptions,
1 J. CORP. L. 217 (1976). Before 1974, the CFTC only had jurisdiction over non-agricultural
commodities. Point Landing, Inc. v. Omni Capital Int'l, Ltd., 795 F.2d 415, 419 (5th Cir.
July 1986), cert. granted, -U.S. -, 107 S. Ct. 946, 93 L. Ed. 2d 995 (1987); see 1 P.
JOHNSON, COMMODITmS REGULATION § 1.01 (1982). On the numerous challenges made to the
exclusive jurisdiction of the CFTC over future contracts on contract markets, see 2 P. JoHNsoN,
COMMODITIES REGULATION §§ 4.37, 4.39 (1982)

202. See, e.g., Peavey Co. v. Mitchell, [1983-84 Transfer Binder] Fed. Sec. L. Rep. (CCH)
1 99,593 (W.D. Okla. 1983); Mullis v. Merrill Lynch, Pierce, Fenner & Smith, Inc., 492 F.
Supp. 1345, 1350-51 (D. Nev. 1980).

203. See, e.g., American Grain Assoc. v. Canfield, Burch & Mancuso, 530 F. Supp. 1339
(W.D. La. 1982); Westlake v. Abrams, 504 F. Supp. 337, 345 (N.D. Ga. 1980).

204. Mallen v. Merrill Lynch, Pierce, Fenner & Smith, Inc., 605 F. Supp. 1105 (N.D. Ga.
1985); Fairchild, Arabatzis & Smith, Inc. v. Prometco, Co., 470 F. Supp. 610 (S.D.N.Y.
1979); Bartels v. International Commodities Corp., 435 F. Supp. 865 (D. Conn. 1977).

205. 795 F.2d 415 (5th Cir. July 1986).
206. Id. at 418. A commodities straddle is the purchase and sale of two futures contracts

at the same time for delivery at different times. Id. n.3. See Commodity Exchange, Inc. v.
Commodities Future Trading Comm'n, 543 F. Supp. 1340 (S.D.N.Y. 1982), aff'd, 703 F.2d
682 (2d Cir. 1983). A prominent commentator on commodities futures has explained how such
straddles work:

Another technique, usually less risky, is the "spread" or "straddle" futures trade.
Here, the party executes two trades at the same time, one to buy the commodity
for delivery in a specific month, and the other to sell the same commodity in a
different delivery month. (Purchases and sales of the same commodity in the same
delivery month are generally deemed to be offsetting transactions, eliminating both
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when the IRS disallowed deductions and losses incurred as a result
of their investments. 20 7 The plaintiffs alleged that the defendants had
misrepresented the tax consequences of the investment program and
fraudulently induced the plaintiffs to invest in the futures which were
traded on the London Metals Exchange through discretionary trading
accounts. 08 The district court dismissed a consolidated action by the
investors with respect to their claims under section 17(a) of the 1933
Act and section 20 of the 1934 Act. 2

0
9 The plaintiffs appealed to the

Fifth Circuit, asserting that the broader jurisdictional basis for a suit
under the securities laws applied as well as the more narrow juris-
dictional basis under the CEA. 210

The Fifth Circuit found that the CEA confers on the CFTC
exclusive jurisdiction over accounts involving contracts of sale for
the future delivery of commodities traded or executed on a contract
market or any other board of trade, exchange, or commodities
market.2 1 1 The court rejected the plaintiffs' claim that section 2 of

positions.) (footnote omitted) Since the party, by spreading, has acquired opposite
obligations in the same commodity (but with different delivery periods), price
movement is likely to generate profit on one side and impose losses on the other.
If future prices moved identically for both sides, the party's net return would be
zero (or less if commission expense and lost interest income are included). However,
slight variations frequently occur between futures price movements in contracts with
different delivery months, due to variable demand for the two contracts as well as
perceived differences in economic factors applicable to the delivery periods in
question. Changes in this price spread between the two futures contracts determine
whether a profit or loss will be realized. For example, if the party enters futures
contracts to buy and sell the same commodity for different delivery months, and
the difference in price at the time of entry is, say, ten cents, a change in that ten-
cent spread to a greater or smaller amount will result either in a profit or a loss.
Specifically, if the party acquired futures contracts to buy silver at a price that is
ten cents per ounce higher than his price under futures contracts to sell silver for
delivery in a different month, and if the price of his long silver contracts declined
more than the price of his short futures contracts, a loss would result. This effect
occurs because, when the party offsets both positions in the futures market, the loss
on his long contracts will exceed his gain on the short contracts, the difference being
a net loss on the full transaction.

1 P. JomsoN, CosoDrrtas REoUl.ATION § 1.15 (1982).

207. 795 F.2d at 418.
208. Id.
209. Id.
210. Id. at 420-21.
211. Id. at 421. The statutory basis for the exclusive jurisdiction of the CFTC is section 2

of the CEA. That section reads in relevant part:
[T]he Commission shall have exclusive jurisdiction . . . with respect to accounts,
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the 1934 Act granted the SEC discretionary authority to regulate
commodities transactions. 2 2 Although the plaintiffs contended that
even if the SEC lacked jurisdiction to regulate the transaction (the
first theory of recovery discussed above) the courts may still grant
relief based on the federal securities laws and regulations, the Fifth
Circuit nonetheless held that the CEA afforded the plaintiffs their
exclusive remedy. 213 Upon a thorough examination of the legislative
record, the Fifth Circuit found that Congress had intended to preempt
the regulation of commodities transactions and could find no reason
to rely on the federal securities laws when the CEA afforded a "full
range of remedies, including an express private right of action.1 214

In Point Landing, the Fifth Circuit determined that the CEA
does in fact generally provide an exclusive cause of action with
respect to commodities futures transactions, preempting claims under

agreements (including any transaction which is of the character of, or is commonly
known to the trade as, an "option", "privilege", "indemnity", "bid", "offer",
"put", "call", "advance guaranty", or "decline guaranty"), and transactions in-
volving contracts of sale of a commodity for future delivery, traded or executed on
a contract market designated pursuant to section 7 of this title or any other board
of trade, exchange, or market, and transactions subject to regulation by the Com-
mission pursuant to section 23 of this title: And provided further, that, except as
hereinabove provided, nothing contained in this section shall (i) supersede or limit
the jurisdiction at any time conferred on the Securities and Exchange Commission
or other regulatory authorities under the laws of the United States or of any State,
or (ii) restrict the Securities and Exchange Commission and such other authorities
from carrying out their duties and responsibilities in accordance with such laws.

7 U.S.C. § 2 (1982). See 2 P. JoHNsoN, CommoDrrtas REGULATION § 4.36 (1982).
The Fifth Circuit's analysis of the jurisdiction of the CFTC may place it in conflict with

the Ninth Circuit in the future. In 1982, the Ninth Circuit, in dicta, suggested that the CEA
does not preempt the federal securities laws, at least as regards private actions. Mordaunt v.
Incomco, 686 F.2d 815 (9th Cir. 1982), cert. denied, 469 U.S. 1115 (1985). The Fifth Circuit
considered and rejected the Ninth Circuit's position on the grounds that the Ninth Circuit had
analogized from an inappropriate case in arriving at its conclusion. 795 F.2d at 421. See also
Adams, Recent CFTC Litigation, THE REVEw OF SEcURITIs AND CoMMoDrrIEs REGULATION,
April 22, 1987, at 69-70 (discussing the effect of the Fifth Circuit holding on other circuits
facing this issue).

212. See 795 F.2d at 420-21.
213. Id. at 422.
214. Id. On its face, however, this decision only applies to discretionary trading accounts

in commodity futures. Discretionary trading accounts in commodity options may still prove
to be securities subject to the federal securities laws under the Fifth Circuit's holding in Moody
v. Bache & Co., 570 F.2d 523 (5th Cir. 1978). For a more general description of the distinction
between discretionary trading accounts in futures contracts and options, see L. Loss, FUNDA-

MENTALS OF SEcuRrrIEs REGULATION 254-58 (1983).
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the federal securities laws. 21 5 Any other result, the Fifth Circuit stated,
would frustrate the clear intent of Congress. 21 6

III. CONCLUSION

The discussion of securities cases in the 1985 Symposium noted
that the Fifth Circuit had moved toward enhanced protection of
parties who alleged that they had been injured in securities transac-
tions. 217 A superficial review of the cases surveyed in this Symposium,
however, would suggest that the Fifth Circuit may have reversed
course. In six of the seven cases surveyed, the Fifth Circuit frustrated
claims for damages allegedly caused by securities transactions. Yet
all the cases share a common trait-a disinclination by the Fifth
Circuit to blur the general bounds of technical compliance with the
federal securities laws in order to achieve a more equitable resolution
of a specific case. This reluctance to jeopardize the predictive role
of the federal securities laws has seemingly prevailed-at least, in
this survey period.

215. 795 F.2d at 422.
216. Id.
217. Hainsfurther, Securities, Fifth Circuit Survey, 16 TEx. TECH L. REv. 415, 431 (1985).
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